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Abstract
Mathematical expression in a closed form for the directivity calculation of a rectangular

aperture antenna is derived in order to evaluate how efficient a simple formula presented by
other research workers is utilized to calculate the directivity of aperture antennas.

1. Introduction
An antenna that has as part of its

structure a physical aperture which is
rectangular in shape,through which
electromagnetic wave flow,is known as a
rectangular aperture antenna.
Obvious examples of such antennas are
pyramidal horn,rectangular slot in a metallic
source structure, and an open-ended
rectangular waveguide.

Aperture antennas are often selected
for use in applications requiring high
directivity. It is,therefore, important to be

able to evaluate the directivity of the
antenna as accurately as possible. In this
paper, techniques are presented for
evaluating directivity based on radiation
pattern information and on aperture field
information.In addition, simple estimated
formula based on the knowledge of the half-
power beam width in both principal electric
and magnetic planes is presented that
provides an approximate value for the
directivity.

2. Radiation from aperture antenna
A general rectangular aperture is

shown in Fig. (1).For an aperture electric
field polarized along the y-axis, the final far-

zone (radiated)electric field components
based on both aperture electric and magnetic
fields are given by:[1]

 = sin  (1-a)

(1-b)

where: k is the propagation phase constant
of the free space, zo is the characteristic
impedance
of the free space, zw is the wave impedance
of the propagating mode , and Fx is  a
function relates to the electric aperture field

through the relation:
Fx=

Sa

vyuxjk
ay dydxeyxE )(),(                   (2)

with u= sin cos  and  v= sin sin
The integral in eq.(2) is taken over the
physical aperture surface Sa located in the
xy-plane. Considering the most general case
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of rectangular aperture distribution for
which the aperture electric filed has a
cosinusoidal distribution in x-and y-
directions, i.e.

Eay=  Eocos(kx  x)  cos(ky y)
(3)
Where  kx and  ky are the transverse phase
constants  in the x- and y- directions;
respectively, the eq.(2) reduces to:

The integration of eq. (4) with respect to x and y can be carried out in close form, and thus
after some considerable work, it yields [2]
        Fx =

   [2 (5)

substitution of eq. (5) into eqs. (1) gives:

               (6-a)

 (6-b)

These field components are rather
complicated functions of  and  but  they
are simplified in the principal magnetic H-

plane and electric E-plane. In the H-plane
(xz - plane)  =  0,u  =  sin,  v  =  0,  and
hence,eqs.(6) reduce to :

                                                      (7-a)

 [ ]                                               (7-b)

 In the E-plane (yz-plane) =90  , u =0, v =sin  , and therefore, eqs.(6) become :

                                                      (8-a)

                                                                                                                          (8-b)
 The normalized form of these principal plane patterns is:

                                  (9-a)
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9-b)

3. Directivity of an antenna
     One very important description of an
antenna is how much it concentrates
electromagnetic energy in one direction in
preference to radiation in other directions.

This characteristic of an antenna is called its
directivity and is defined as the ratio of the
maximum radiation intensity of an antenna
to its average radiation intensity,i.e.

       (10)

where Pr represents the total radiated
power and A  represents the solid angle
subtended to the radiation space. For an
omnidirectional antenna such as an aperture
antenna located in free space where the

radiated  power  is  distributed  over  all
space, A=4  square radians.  Substituting
this result for A into eq. (10) gives:

 (11)

The total radiated power Pr is  evaluated  by
integration the radiation intensity (power
flow per unit solid angle)over all radiation
space. The radiation intensity( , ) is related

to the far-zone (radiated)electric field
components, through a direct relationship
[3]

                                                                           (12)

Substitution for E  and E  from eqs.(6) into eq. (12) yields:
 [

                      [                                         (13)

Inspections  of  this  equation  shows  that
radiation intensity U( , ) reaches its

maximum value in the broadside direction
(  = 0 ) and hence, eq.(13) reduces to :

                                    (14)

where we have introduced the pattern
variables u=sin0cos =0 and v=sin0sin  = 0.

Substitution of eq.(14) for  and
eq.(13)for U( , )into eq. (11)yields
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         (15)

    Exact evaluation of directivity using eq.
(15) requires both a knowledge of the
pattern over all space of radiation (0 )

and  0 2 )  as  well  as  the  integration  of
the pattern.The integral in eq.(15) is usually
performed by numerical integration.

4. Formal formula for calculating the directivity of an antenna
The pattern integration required for

accurate evaluation of directivity can be
avoided by a new approach presented by
Stutzman [4]. This approach is based on
determining the radiated power from the

aperture in the aperture plane where it is
easier to integrate.Stutzman relationship for
calculating the directivity of an aperture
antenna is entirely required the knowledge
of the aperture fields .It states that:

This simple formula assumes the following:
1. The pattern peak is directed broad side to
the aperture plane. 2.The aperture is largely
relative to the operating wavelength.3.The
aperture fields nearly forming a plane wave.

To  examine  the  validity  of  Stutzman’s
formula given by eq.(16) let us consider the
following special cases.

4.1
is excited in an

idealized fashion such that the aperture
fields are uniform in phase and amplitude
across its physical structure it is referred to
as a uniform rectangular aperture.Such
distribution is practically achieved by

loading the side-walls of rectangular
waveguide with dielectric slabs under
proper selection of dielectric constant and
dielectric thickness [5].Suppose the aperture
electric field is y-polarized, then the uniform
rectangular aperture electric field is:

Eo      and                             (17)

In this case, as it seen from eq.(3), the transverse phase constants kx and ky are both equal to
zero and zw=zo. Then the directivity of uniform rectangular aperture from eq.(15) becomes:

 (18)

From eq. (16) the directivity of uniform amplitude reduces to:
                                                                                (19)

Where Ap is the physical aperture
area.Eq.(19) is a general result and implies
that the directivity of uniform amplitude

aperture is the highest obtainable from
uniform phase aperture.

4.2Directivity of an open-ended rectangular waveguide
One of the smallest aperture antennas

is the open-ended rectangular waveguide.
When  it  is  operated  is  the  dominant  TE10

mode frequency band, the aperture electric
field is cosine-tapered in the x-direction and
is uniformed in the y-direction i.e.

         Ea = (20)
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It is noted from eq.(3) that kx = /a   and
ky=0. Substituting these values into eq.(15)

gives the exact directivity expression for
TE10 mode.

(21)

where

          From eq. (16) the directivity of TE10 mode is simplified to:
(22)

It is seen that this directivity is reduced by a
factor of 0.81(the aperture taper efficiency

ap)  from  that  of  the  same  aperture  when

uniformly illuminated. This formula
provides only a rough approximation for a
small aperture [6,7].

5. Estimated directivity formula
It  is  very  useful  to  have  an

approximate directivity expression that
depends  only  on  the  half  -  power  beam
widths  of  the  principal  plane  patterns.  This
is expected to yield good results since we
know that the directivity varies inversely
with the beam solid angle (D = 4  / A) and
the beam solid angle is primarily controlled
by the main radiation lobe. Thus, we expect

to find that directivity inversely proportional
to  the  half  -power  beam  width  of  the
principle E-and H-plan pattern, i.e. D
(HPEHPH )-1,where the product of the
principal plane beam widths approximates
the beam solid angle.

For uniform rectangular aperture, it is
found that [4].

                                                                                                  (23)

where  HPE and  HPH are  the  principal  plan
beam widths in degrees.

 For a rectangular aperture with a
cosine amplitude taper in the H-plane and

uniform phase, as found in the open -ended
waveguide operating in the dominant TE10
mode,[4]

(24)

Other simple approximated formulas have been proposed,but that are mostly for special
cases.[8, 9]

6.  Computed results and discussion
For a given frequency of operation of

10 GHz , for example, equations (9) have
been solved to determine the electric field
components E  and  E  radiated from a
rectangular waveguide propagating, either
the TEM wave for which kx =0  and ky =0,or
the TE10 mode for which kx =  /a and ky=0,
in both principal H-plane (  =0  plane) and
E-plane (  =90  plane).

The polar plot of the radiation pattern,
for all radiation space (0 and 0  2 )
are shown in Figs. (2) and (3) respectively.

From these figures, it is clear that the half –
power beam widths for the TEM wave are
equal  to  HPH =88  and HPE =156  from
which it is found that the directivity of
uniform rectangular aperture, using the
estimated formula (23), equals to
2.306=3.355 dB.For the TE10 mode HPH

=113 , HPE =170 , and hence, using eq. (24)
gives,DTE10 = 2.147=3.318 dB.

For electrically small (Ap/ 2< 1) and
large (Ap / 2> 1) rectangular aperture area,
exact and approximated solutions are
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obtained for the directivity of uniform
amplitude distribution using eq. (18) and
eq.(19) respectively.These result, are listed
in table (1) and plotted versus (Ap/ 2) in
Fig. (4).Exact and approximate solutions
have also been found for the directivity of a
rectangular waveguide propagating the
dominant TE10 mode using eq.(21) and
eq.(22) respectively. Such results, are listed
in table (2) andplottedinFig.(5).For both
cases it is clear that the exact and
approximated values of the directivity are in
a good agreement for electrically  large
aperture and getting less and less for
electrically small aperture .This is an
expected result since the validity of

Stutzman’s formula (16) requires that the
aperture is largely relative to a wavelength.

Finally, it is to be mentioned that no
approximations have been introduced in the
exact expression (15) for determining the
directivity other than the usually and
justified far-field approximation where the
radial component Er of the radiation field
has been ignored.In Stutzman's formula
(16)the radiated power is determine at the
aperture plane where it is easier to integrate.
In this case the Er plays a considerable role
in near field of the antenna and cannot be
neglected. This may interpret the cause of
small discrepancy between the exact and
approximate value of directivity even the
aperture area is largely relative to the
wavelength.
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Fig.2    Radiation patterns of an open-ended rectangular waveguide in free space propagating the
                                                                                  TEM wave.
 a=2.286cm  ,b=1.016cm  ,freq.=10  GHz
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Fig.3 Radiation patterns of an open-ended rectangular waveguide in free space  propagating the   TE10
wave.
a=2.286cm  ,b=1.016cm  ,freq.=10GHz
Table (1)Directivity calculation  for rectangular aperture antenna propagating TEM
mode.
a=2.286 cm ,    b=1.016cm     ,  Ap=a×b=2.323cm 2
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DTEM(dB.)

Stutzman's    formula.

DTEM  (dB.)

Exact. formula
2Ap /cm) (Freq.(GHz)

1.9986.1570.1264.2867
3.1686.5500.1653.758
4.1956.9750.2093.3339
5.1097.4250.2583.00010
5.9357.8910.3122.72711
6.7008.3650.3722.50012
7.3898.8360.4362.30813
8.0359.3000.5062.14314
8.6369.7480.5812.00015
11.13111.7531.0321.50020
13.07013.5991.6131.20025
14.65415.2422.3231.00030
15.99216.5003.1610.85735
17.15317.5744.1300.75040
18.17818.4845.2290.66645
19.09119.3396.4530.60050

Table(2)Directivity calculation  for rectangular aperture antenna propagating TE10 mode.
a=2.286 cm  ,    b=1.016  cm     ,  Ap=a×b=2.323cm2

DTEM(dB.)

stutzma'ns  formula.

Eq.(22)

DTEM(dB.)

Exact. formula.

eq(21)

2Ap /cm.) (Freq.(GHz)

1.0825.6780.1264.2867
2.2535.9460.1653.758
3.2806.2430.2093.3339

4.1956.5660.2583.00010
5.0196.9130.3122.72711
5.7847.2810.3722.50012

6.4737.6670.4362.30813
7.1208.0670.5062.14314
7.7208.4760.5812.00015
10.21510.5611.0321.50020
12.15512.4901.6131.20025
13.73914.1392.3231.00030
15.07615.4723.1610.85735

16.23816.5344.1300.75040
17.26217.4595.2290.66645
18.17618.3356.4530.60050
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Fig.4 Directivity versus Ap
2  for  rectangular waveguide propagating the TEM wave
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Fig.5 Directivity versus Ap
2  for rectangular waveguide propagating the TE10 mode

7.  Conclusions
On the basis of the present work, it is

found possible to adopt a simple, direct, but
powerful relationship presents in the
literature [4] to evaluate the directivity of a
rectangular aperture antenna provided that
the physical aperture area is largely relative

to a wavelength. This formula has been
applied with success for a pyramidal horn
antenna [10].
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